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CALENDAR 

Annual picnic, Sun. Jun. 26 

Sunshine Coast tour, Jul. 9-11 (Seattle, BC Sections) 

Lunch drive, Deep Cove, Jul. 24 (new event) 

Tech talk: Intelligent Drive, Sat. Sep. 17  

Motor Gathering, Sun. Sep. 18 (Date change) 

Oktoberfest, Oct. date TBA 

Annual Meeting, Sun. Nov. 6 

Holiday dinner, Dec. date TBA 

Some dates have still to be finalized.  
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Coming Events 

Picnic, Sunday June 26 

After a couple of wonderful years at Ron and 

Donna Drane’s property near Saturna, the annual 

picnic is moving back to Greater Victoria. It will 

take place this year at Willows Beach Park, in Oak 

Bay. We’ll meet at noon and decide whether to sit 

on the grass, around the picnic tables, or on the 

beach. Please bring whatever you wish to consume 

and possibly something to sit on; it’s an old-

fashioned picnic. The Kinsmen’s Tea Room, which 

does provide hot dogs as well, and washroom 

buildings are available.  

This is a popular spot. Parking is available in the 

park’s lot off Beach Drive, along Beach Drive or on 

Esplanade; Esplanade is reached by turning down 

to the water a block north of the park.  

The same morning and not far away, the monthly 

European cars and coffee gathering takes place at 

the Oak Bay Marina.  

Drive to Lunch, July 24 

The Executive has  added a July event because the regional tour (July 9-11; see the April issue) will not be 

coming to the Island. Instead, we’ll meet at a location yet to be decided and go for lunch, possibly to the Deep 

Cove Chalet.  

Chemainus Theatre 

Recap 
Article and photo by Barry 

Patchett 

A small group met for lunch and a 

theatre matinee in Chemainus in 

April.  Everyone enjoyed the 

performance and there were two 

standing ovations.  

 

Welcome New Members! 

Claire Foley & Glen Zederayko – Victoria 

James Land - Parksville 

Renewing Members! 

Barrie Aldrich – Mill Bay 

Dale Fickinger - Victoria 

Jamie Graham – Victoria 

Helen Massingham & Paul Vincent – Victoria 

John McIntosh – North Saanich 

Jon Mills - Nanaimo 

Anthony Morris – Sooke 

David Rabii - Victoria 

Marke Simmons – North Saanich 

Thank you! 
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Track Event Recap 
The track event on May 8th went off in fine style. A write-up is being prepared for The Star and this newsletter. 

Look for Michael Reid’s article on the track’s grand opening in the Islander section of Sunday, June 12th’s issue 

of the Times Colonist. 

Stargazing 

The Next-Generation of GLE 

Article by Amy Wilson, autonews.com 

When Mercedes-Benz introduces the redesigned GLE crossover, likely in 2018, the automaker also will be 

showcasing its new MHA vehicle architecture. 

Recent spy shots of the next-generation GLE prototype reveal a much different body design, with wider wheel 

arches and a lower, sleeker profile. It still resembles the current GLE in the front, but the greenhouse and rear 

design are much changed. The vehicle’s wheelbase also may be longer, according to KPG Photography, which 

took the spy shots. 

The prototype carries the internal code W167 on its rear license plate and is the successor to the current-

generation W166. The redesigned GLE is expected to use Mercedes-Benz’s Modular High Architecture, or MHA. 

It also is expected to get a new range of turbocharged, inline six-cylinder engines, according to KPG. 

The redesigned GLE is the fourth generation of the brand’s midsize crossover, originally named the M class. 

Mercedes renamed it the GLE in 2015 when it introduced a freshened model under a new naming convention 

for its cars and light trucks. 

 
A spy shot of the next generation GLE shows a design more like a high station wagon.   Photo: KPG Photography 

via autonews.com 
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 The new MHA architecture will underpin the automaker’s crossovers and SUVs going forward. It is part of 

Mercedes’ move to four architectures across its lineup, down from nine at the end of the last decade. 

The consolidation will allow vehicles to share more parts and assembly equipment and help to cut costs and 

get vehicles to market faster. 

An Electric SUV 

Encouraged by governments’ climate policies, the auto industry’s consensus seems to be that electric vehicles 

represent the future. As mentioned in the January issue, MB has not been at the forefront in purpose-built 

design and manufacture. There’s an obvious reason: electric cars aren’t selling well, at least in North America. 

In Ontario, for example, where rebates can reduce their cost by up to $14,000 per vehicle, there are fewer than 

6,000 electric cars of all makes (click).  

The January newsletter reported an initiative by MB to put an electric sedan into the slot between the C and E 

classes by 2018. The magazine Autocar says this month that insider information suggests this vehicle will be an 

SUV, not a sedan, and that it will be unveiled at the Paris Auto Show in September (click; hat tip to Mike 

McBride). No pictures were available.  

Airbag Recalls 

Daimler has set aside over USD 500 million for precautionary recalls linked to the troubled airbag maker 

Takata. There have been several instances of faulty front airbag deployment in the vehicles of other 

manufacturers in which the propellant explodes with enough force to spray metal particles at the occupants. 

This situation only occurs in the event of a collision that triggers the front airbags and is rare even then. It is 

thought to be linked to high temperature and humidity, which act to alter the chemical properties of the 

propellant. Daimler has announced (click) that it is unaware of any instance of improper airbag inflation in 

any of its vehicles worldwide, so the recalls are precautionary. 

Daimler’s media release said that the repairs in Canada and the USA will take place, in stages, between May 

2016 and December 2019.  

Researching the History of a Collector Car in BC 

(article by Jamie Graham) 

After two recent meetings with ICBC officials, 

I had some information that may be of 

interest to members living in this province. I 

have helped people search for histories on 

their older vehicles on occasion. I am sure 

you have experienced the frustration with 

current privacy legislation (or its 

interpretation) but last year I asked for a 

meeting with ICBC officials so look for an 

easier way to track down a vehicle’s history. 

 First I wrote to ICBC exploring the chance of 

identifying a person or process that could 

help with that nebulous area of linking 

current owners of antique or collector cars 

https://www.thestar.com/news/queenspark/2016/06/07/revealed-ontarios-climate-change-action-plan.html
http://electrek.co/2016/06/07/mercedes-unveil-first-dedicated-all-electric-vehicle-paris-motor-show/
http://www.cms.daimler.com/deeplink?cci=2762072
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with their original owners or purchasers. We all know that ICBC has a collector car section that handles this 

kind of thing but I learned that the volume of requests is not high and when they do find information they are 

restricted as to what they can release because of issues related to ’privacy.’  ICBC maintains records on older 

vehicles in a number of formats such as paper, microfiche, computer and so on. When I explored the ability of a 

private citizen with an interest in tracing the history of their newly purchased collector car, I was assured that 

ICBC has their own experts in this field. I have personal experience trying to trace the history of an old car for a 

colleague and ICBC was very helpful. They were able to find two owners that registered similar cars in the year 

of my interest but things never really panned out finding out what happened to the car. There were some legal 

restrictions that applied to the corporation regarding what they could provide but my experience with them 

was excellent. 

I ended up contacting ICBC again and in January 2016 I had a meeting with Norm Felix, Manage of Registration 

Programs (runs the collector car program), Rob Wilson, the Director of Personal Insurance, and 

Cam Sutherland, Manager of Risk Underwriting. They were very helpful in explaining the rules by which their 

information could be shared with the public. Obviously one cannot just walk in to their records room and 

gain access to historic records but a reasonable request to their collector car folks should gain you the 

information you are seeking. The records are safe and can be accessed by documenting your request to the 

right people within the corporation. The volume of requests for old records remains quite low, as I mentioned, 

but I was assured that Norm Felix’s people at the Corporation could handle any small increase. They are expert 

searchers and have exhaustive knowledge of ICBC’s internal records keeping systems. They have also assured 

me that if there were an increase in requests for records from collectors, they would either hire more people 

to get the job done or expand their current process. The low number of requests might be because few of us 

know that this service exists. I know that every new owner of an old car without a registration history feels a 

loss. Wanting to learn more about your car’s history can be a daunting and exciting journey and I certainly 

encourage new owners to find out as much as possible. ICBC will help you as long as the request you send in is 

specific. Broad, global requests won’t get you much specific information so you have to share with them the 

information you have, including photocopies and records that you already have. As I explained to ICBC, if you 

were the original owner or purchaser of an old car that had been sold, I can’t imagine any offence being taken 

to someone in authority contacting you about your old car. The choice would then be yours whether you chose 

to share any information (documents, photos, stories, damage, repairs) to help out the new owner. 

If you want information on previous ownership, you just have to write or send a message to Norm Felix at ICBC 

(click).  

Directed Advertising 

The ingenuity of the advertising industry is seemingly boundless. Automotive News reported that roadside ads 

have taken the next leap forward. GM has purchased billboard space along a major highway in the Chicago 

area. As traffic passes by the first billboard, which promotes GM generally, a camera mounted on the billboard 

focuses on the vehicles approaching and picks out those of rival brands. Let’s say you pass the first billboard in 

a three-year old Toyota Camry. The camera then sends a signal to a second, electronic billboard 1000 feet 

down the road. By the time your Camry passes it the second billboard displays information about why a new 

Chevrolet Malibu is a better car or a better deal than a new Camry.  

Kuppenheim 

MB is expanding its body panel plant in Kuppenheim to produce stampings for compact cars in MB’s assembly 

plants at Rattstatt, Kecksemét and at the Finninsh contract manufacturer Valmet. The new facility supplies 

mailto:norm.felix@icbc.com
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body stampings of various types of steel and aluminium. Kuppenheim is part of an integrated network of press 

shops which includes the facilities in Sindelfingen, Bremen, Hamburg and Kecskemét. 

The centrepiece of the expansion is a new six-stage press with a total force of 9,100 tonnes. Its dimensions are 

an impressive 120 metres long by 12 metres high, and it weighs a total of 3,850 tonnes. Giant steel springs 

mounted to the foundation ensure that the vibrations resulting from its operation are completely absorbed. 

The new press will form large and complex outer skin components such as side walls, hoods, and doors. 

 
The new 9,100 tonne panel press at Kuppenheim.     Daimler photo  

The SLK turns 20 

Production and sale of the R170 

SLK230 began in the spring of 1996. 

For the first time since the pagoda-

roof cars, MB offered a roadster 

smaller and less powerful than the 

SL series.  

 

The SLK II concept car shown at the 

Paris auto show in 1994.  

Daimler photo 
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The R170 was equipped with a 2 L supercharged 4-cyl, MB’s first use of superchargers on a production car since 

the exclusive 540K of the late 1930s. The SLK’s folding steel roof made it particularly attractive to people who 

liked its convenience and added safety. Made by the now-defunct company Karmann, the folding roof 

combined the advantages of a hardtop with quick and easy conversion for open motoring, though it came at 

the price of a fairly small luggage compartment.  

A facelift was provided for 2000, along with an optional V6 (the 218 hp SLK320). At the same time, the 340 hp 

AMG variant SLK32 was introduced.  

Production continued until the beginning of 2004. Wikipedia says that sales of all variants totalled 311,222 cars.  

Anti-Trends: The Hydrogen Fuel-Cell 

That diminishing proportion of the population whose automotive tastes were formed before cell phones and 

before computers values its freedoms. The boomer generation came of age on open roads with a more relaxed 

public attitude toward speed than today’s and slower cars that had electrics but not electronics. It was a less 

complex time, an almost vanished time, and a time that helped shape the way I think about change.  

Change has been very apparent in automotive powertrains, almost all of it for the better. That’s not the case 

for the hydrogen fuel-cell, which some auto manufacturers have pushed to commercialization. Notably, Toyota 

and Hyundai are leasing fuel-cell vehicles in California, where state regulations provide a strong incentive for 

manufacturers to provide zero-emission vehicles. Honda plans to market their Clarity fuel-cell car there 

sometime later this year. Toyota’s global website says, in big letters: “Around the world, efforts are being made 

to harness the power of hydrogen, the most abundant element in the universe. Recognizing hydrogen's vast 

potential as a clean energy source, Toyota is actively developing and producing fuel-cell vehicles (FCV). We 

believe hydrogen can help us contribute to the next 100 years of the automobile.”  

MB has been one of these pioneers. In 2014 the company offered on lease a small run of the B-class with a 

fuel-cell powertrain. MB-USA’s website says: “The future doesn't belong to the internal combustion engine. The 

future is electric, but while plug-in hybrids and battery electric vehicles are great steps forward on that journey, 

they're not the only answer: Mercedes-Benz is working hard to harness the power of the most abundant 

element in the known universe. In other words, zero-emission hydrogen power.”  There is nothing debatable in 

this statement. Daimler is a large company pursuing all its technological options. Besides cost, the principal 

barrier to the wider acceptance of hydrogen-power is the unavailability of refuelling points. There are currently 

fewer than 20 in all California. But more than that, fuel-cells are not a wise approach to sustainable 

transportation. 

Elon Musk, the founder of Tesla Motors, Space-X and other frontier-pushing ventures, is a man who thrives on 

innovation. He may like innovation but he doesn’t like the hydrogen-cell powertrain. Earlier this year, he said 

publicly that it was “incredibly dumb” (click). One of his former colleagues, Marc Tarpenning, riffed a similar 

tune last month. Like Musk, Tarpenning is no engineering slouch. A co-founder of Tesla, he was the company’s 

Chief Technology Officer. As he began to think seriously about sustainable transportation, Tarpenning looked 

into fuel-cells. Here’s a clip from a talk he gave last month (click; hat tip to Mike McBride): 

“There’s a saying in the auto industry that hydrogen is the future of transportation and always will be. It’s a 

scam as far as I can tell because the energy equation is terrible. It’s just terrible. 

http://www.techinsider.io/elon-musk-hydrogen-cars-are-incredibly-dumb-2016-1
http://electrek.co/2016/05/23/tesla-founder-marc-tarpenning-hydrogen-fuel-cells-scam/
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“People will say that hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe, but it’s abundant out there in 

the universe not here. We live on a planet where hydrogen is super reactive – it’s bound up into everything. 

It’s bound up into water, wood and everything else. They only way that you get hydrogen requires you to 

pour energy into it to break it from the chemical bonds. 

“Electrolysis is the most common method. You put electricity in water and it separates it, but you are 

pouring energy in order to make hydrogen, and then you have to compress it and that takes energy, and 

then you have to transport it to wherever you actually need it, which is really difficult because hydrogen is 

much harder to work with than gasoline or even natural gas – and natural gas is not that easy. 

“And then you ultimately have to place it into a car where you’ll have a very high-pressure vessel which 

offers its own safety issues – and that’s only to convert it back again to electricity to make the car go 

because hydrogen fuel-cell cars are really electric cars. They just have an extraordinary bad battery. 

“Hydrogen is an energy carrier and not a primary fuel source on this planet. Maybe out somewhere in the 

universe, but not on a terrestrial planet. 

“When you add that all up, it turns out that the amount of energy per kilometer driven is just terrible. It’s 

way worse than almost anything else you can come up with – which I always suspected is one of the reasons 

why the energy companies have long been big proponents of it.” 

It bears repeating that a hydrogen fuel-cell vehicle is just an electric vehicle with an inefficient alternative 

energy source.  I clipped a little chart from the internet almost 10 years ago, at about the time vehicle 

manufacturers were getting serious about sustainable transportation. I’ve lost the source and the data are old, 

but they give the picture. The numbers in brackets are the efficiencies of each step in the process:  
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So I hope you’ll be able to contribute if this topic ever comes around for discussion with your friends. The 

development of hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles was encouraged by government subsidy at the time when policy-

makers were scrambling to support R&D for alternative energy. Now it’s payback time. Mobile hydrogen cells 

are an idea whose time should never have come.  

The Back End 
Globe Drive’s Peter Cheney tries the G550 and is conflicted (hat tip to Jamie Graham) (click) 

A humorous look at the new AA Class (click; hat tip to Rob Watson) 

 

A supercharged 540K Cabriolet A on loan to the Haynes Motor Museum, located in Somerset. Just 116 of these 

automotive icons were hand-built between 1935 and 1940. John Haynes began publishing the line of repair 

manuals that still carry his name in the 1960s. Before there were internet boards, his heavily illustrated, step-

by-step guides were an essential tool in every shadetree mechanic’s garage. His museum is worth a detour if 

you find yourself in southwest England. 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-drive/adventure/red-line/the-mercedes-g-550-why-civilians-love-its-military-lux/article30076678/
https://www.youtube.com/embed/arQ8_PW-RiA?rel=0&iv_load_policy-3

